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Motivation
Recently, a number of models with a non-abelian discrete family 
symmetry are proposed.
However it is difficult to construct a  realistic (renormalizable) mlodel with 
only the SM Higgs or the MSSM Higgs.

An extension of the Higgs sector may spoil the successful gauge 
coupling unification of the MSSM !!

But in string theory …

+ several pairs of the Higgs

GS mechanism



Motivation
• If we can define anomaly for discrete symmetries…
• If its anomaly should be canceled by the GS mechanism…

We can restrict the Kac-Moody levels

If we can arhieve the gauge coupling unification in a 
range of above limit, it is very interesting !!

・ Plan of my talk
1.  define anomaly for discrete symmetries.
2.  apply the GS mechanism to discrete symmetries. 
3.  investigate anomaly of a non-abelian family  symmety

and their cancellation mechanism.
4.  examine the running of gauge couplings.



Anomaly of Discrete Symmetries ?

Anomaly = a violation of a classical symmetry
at the quantum level

But we cannot define Noether current
for discrete symmetries

What is anomaly of discrete symmetries ?

Non-conservation of Noether current
tree level       →

quantum level →



Anomalies can been defined as the Jacobian of the
path-Integral measure

Fujikawa’s Method

We call this Jacobian
Anomaly of the discrete symmetry



Anomaly of discrete symmetries
Consider the discrete chiral phase rotation.

To calculate the Jacobian of the path-integral measure, let
us define the following eigenstates of    ,

with the completeness relations, in Euclidean space time.

Under the above transformation, the Jacobian of the path-
integral measure can be written as



Anomaly of discrete symmetries
is defined as the expansion

By using the completeness relations, we can derive

where



In a similar manner we can prove the identity

Therefore

and we can rewrite the Jacobian as

The remaining calculation is same as the conventional one. 
Finally, the Jacobian form

Anomaly of discrete symmetries



Consider a non-Abelian discrete family symmetry.

Anomaly is

Take Tr for generation indices

Anomaly of Discrete Flavor Symmetries



and     are phases of the transformation matricies.
These phases are corresponding to the abelian parts of the 
non-abelian discrete family symmetry.

Anomaly of Discrete Flavor Symmetries

Only the abelian parts have anomaly !!



Green Schwarz(GS)-Mechanism

[Assumption]
A discrete fiamily symmetry that we observe at low 
energy is remnant of a more fundamental theory.

Anomaly of the discrete family symmetry should be 
canceled at least at the fundamental scale.

GS-Mechanism



GS-Mechanism
String theory when compactified to 4-dimensions contains

.
Consider the           transformation 

Anomaly is given by

This Anomaly can be canceled

by the shift of the dilaton superfield



Consider the Kahler potential for the S.

And if for SM gauge groups

is Anomaly freeAnomaly free

GS-Mechanism



Consider the abelian discrete transformation.

To cancel this Anomaly

But the Kahler potential is invariant

Therefore Anomaly cancellation condition is

Discrete Varsion of the GS-Mechanism



・Point !!
1,  the string coupling is the v.e.v of the dilaton field

2,  gauge couplings are defined from the        along with the

3,  the condition of gauge coupling unification changes 

Anomaly cancellation condition and gauge coupling 
unification are closely related.

GS-Mechanism and Unification



(ex). ZN

MSSM + R-parity + See-Saw

is conserved at the classical level,  while...
is violated because of Majorana masses.

subgroups are still intact. 

The          and          charge assignments are 

However



(ex). ZN

•
The anomaly coefficients are calculated to be

Therefore GS cancellation condition become

•



(ex). ZN

Since it is difficult to build realistic models with 
higher Kac-Moody levels in string theory, we adopt 
the lowest levels.

Gauge coupling unification







The anomaly cancellation condition of an abelian discrete symmetry is

But our main motivation is to investigate anomaly of a non-abelian
discrete family symmetry !!

But even if we consider a non-abelian discrete family symmetry….

Discrete Varsion of the GS-Mechanism

Only the abelian parts have anomaly !!



(ex). Q6

has 12 elements

And there are 6 Irreps (2 doublets and 4 singlets).

The abelian parts of      are      and       .

The assignment of      representations are



・ - Anomaly

Calculate anomaly coefficients

part is anomaly free.

(ex). Q6



・ - Anomaly

Calculate anomaly coefficients

part is anomalous.

(ex). Q6



The condition of anomaly cancellation is 

For example, . 

(ex). Q6

Gauge coupling unification







Summary

• We defined anomaly of discrete symmetries as the 
anomalous Jacobian of the path-integral measure.

• By a similar way, anomaly of non-abelian discrete 
family symmetries can be defined, too.

• But only the abelian parts contribute to anomaly.
• The anomaly can be canceled by the discrete 

version of the GS mechanism.
• If we assume that the anomaly should be canceled 

by the GS mechanism, the GS cancellation 
condition have non-trivial influence on the gauge 
coupling unification.



finfin



Pontryagin Index
Consider the Jacobian of 

In Euclid space time,

Is called the Pontryagin index, which is an integer.
Then, the Jacobian of       can be written as

Therefore if                              ,

There are no Anomaly.



Q6
Q6 has 12 elements

and 6 Irreps (2 doublets and 4 singlets).

Direct production rules are



Q6
Transformation properties of each Irreps are
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